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glass fabric tube with the active material in the annular space
between. The lattice type is commonly known as a lat-plate or
pasted-plate type. This construction is nearly always used for
the negative plates and can be used for positives also. The
spine-and-tube construction is known as a tubular plate and is
used only for positives.

Abstract—This article deals with the main construction battery
differences for photovoltaic systems.
Keywords-photovoltaic system; battery

I.

INTRODUCTION

A lead-acid storage battery is fundamentally a very simple
thing. A laboratory model of a battery cell can be made by
anyone in just a few minutes. Simply take two strips of metallic
lead and hang them in and on opposite sides of a small glass jar
and fill the jar with dilute sulfuric acid. Connect a source of
direct current to these strips or plates and allow them to charge.
In a short time the surface of one strip will become increasingly
dark brown in colour while the other will retain its original lead
colour. The brown plate has become covered with a layer of
lead peroxide and is the positive plate of the cell. The
unchanged plate is negative. When the DC charging source is
removed, a sensitive voltmeter will indicate a voltage of
approximately 2 volts between the terminals of the cells. If an
electrical load is connected to the terminals, a current will flow
from positive to negative and the cell will deliver power to the
circuit. The thickness of this surface film, and therefore the
cell’s capacity, can be somewhat increased by alternate cycles
of charge and discharge.

II.

ELECTRO-CHEMICAL ACTION

In a lead-acid type cell, two different kinds of lead are acted
upon electrochemically by a solution of dilute sulfuric acid
(H2SO4). When the battery is fully charged, the active material
of the positive plate is lead peroxide (dioxide) (PbO2); the
negative plate is sponge lead (Pb). As the cell is discharged, the
electrolyte (H2SO4) divides into H2 and SO4. The H2 combines
with some of the oxygen formed at the positive plate to
produce water (H2O), which reduces the amount of the acid in
the electrolyte. The SO4 combines with lead (Pb) of both
plates, forming lead sulfate (PbSO4).
When the cell is discharged this action is reversed, and the
lead sulphate (PbSO4) on the positive and negative plates is
converted to lead peroxide (PbO2) and sponge lead (Pb),
respectively. The strength of the electrolyte increases as the
SO4 from the plates combines with hydrogen from the water to
form H2SO4.

Of course, such a cell has no practical value because the
available surface area of the two lead strips is not large enough
to accumulate sufficient active material, these being the brown
lead peroxide of the positive and metallic sponge lead of the
negative. The primary problem in the development of batteries
has been to increase the effective area of the plate surface to
achieve greater and greater capacity for industrial use.

Discharge
PbO2 + Pb + 2H2SO4 = 2PbSO4 + 2H2O
Charge
In a fully charged battery, all of the active material of the
positive plates is lead peroxide, and that of the negative plates
is pure sponge lead. All the acid is in the electrolyte and the
specific gravity is at its maximum. As the battery discharges,
some of the acid separates from the electrolyte, which is in the
pores of the plate, forming a chemical combination with the
active material, changing it to lead sulfate and producing water.
As the discharge continues, additional acid is withdrawn from
the electrolyte and further sulfate and water is formed.

The most common method, however, of attaining large
areas of active materials is to use very finely powdered lead
oxides made up into pastes. These are in the form of a sponge
with the electrolyte filling all the pores and thus coming into
contact with the active material over an area many times the
size of the evident surface of the pastes.
The active materials alone have no rigid mechanical form
or strength and, particularly the positive, are very poor
conductors of electricity. It is necessary, therefore, to mount
them in some sort of lead alloy frame or grid to achieve and
retain a physical shape and to conduct the current to all parts of
the material. This lead grid usually takes the form of either a
lattice-work into which paste is pressed, or a series of spines or
core rods, each surrounded by a perforated rubber, plastic or

As this process continues, it can be readily understood that
the specific gravity of the electrolyte will gradually decrease
because the proportion of acid is decreasing and that of water is
increasing.
When the battery is placed on charge, the reverse action
takes place. The acid in the sulfated active material of the
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plates is driven out and back into the electrolyte. This return of
the acid to the electrolyte reduces the sulfate in the plates and
increases the specific gravity of the electrolyte. The specific
gravity will continue to rise until all the acid is driven out of
the plate and back into the electrolyte. There will then be no
sulfate in the plates.

A. Voltage
The voltage of a cell is a fundamental characteristic of the
elements that constitute it. Almost any two dissimilar metals or
elements in a conducting electrolyte will produce some
voltage. The vast majority of such combinations, however,
have no practical or commercial value. The lead-acid cell has
the highest voltage (per cell) of any commercial type. It is
generally referred to as has having a nominal voltage of 2 volts.

After all the acid is returned to the electrolyte, additional
charging will not raise the gravity higher. All of the acid in the
cells is in the electrolyte and the battery is said to be fully
charged. The material of the positives is again lead peroxide,
the negatives are sponge lead and the specific gravity is at a
maximum.

Thus, a 3-cell battery is usually referred to as a 6-volt
battery or as a 120-volt battery etc. The voltage on an open
circuit (with no current flowing in either direction, and after
sufficient time for the voltage to stabilize) is a direct function
of the specific gravity and is presented very closely by the
formula

On discharge the plates absorb acid and on charge they
return the acid absorbed back to the electrolyte. As the cells
approach full charge they cannot absorb all of the energy from
the charging current and the excess acts to break up water from
the electrolyte into its two components, hydrogen and oxygen,
which are liberated from the cells as gases. This is the primary
reason for the required addition of water to battery cells.
III.

volts = specific gravity + 0,84
Thus, the open circuit of a cell with a specific gravity of
1,210 will be 2,50 volts; one with a gravity of 1,280 will be
2,12 volts.
As soon as a cell starts to discharge, there is a decrease in
voltage due to the effective internal resistance of the cell. This
voltage drop increases with increase in discharge current, thus
lowering the output voltage of the cell by that amount. Also at
a continuous given rate of discharge, the voltage gradually
becomes lower as the discharge progresses until, as the cell
nears exhaustion, the voltage drops very rapidly to and below a
value where it is no longer effective for the final voltage. It
varies with the rate of discharge being lower with higher
ampere rates. A representative value of 1,75 volts is, however,
commonly used for a large proportion of typical battery
applications. When a discharged battery is placed on charge, its
voltage immediately rises, the extent of this rise increasing
with the charging rate. With commonly used rates, the voltage
will rise within a matter of minutes to 2,10 or 2,15 volts and
then increase gradually until the charge is perhaps threequarters complete. Near that point the voltage rises more
sharply, and then levels off at a maximum when the battery is
fully charged. The voltage at this point is about 2,6 volts per
cell at the normally used finish-rate of charge.

PHYSICAL CONSTRUCTION

The positive and negative elements are invariably in the
form of a comparatively thin plate with grid structure usually
of lead-antimony alloy. The addition of antimony to the lead
gives it greater physical strength and rigidity and offers greater
resistance to formation or corrosion by the electrolyte action
with the acid. These plates are arranged parallel to each other,
alternately positives and negatives. All the positives are joined
and thus connected together by an alloy strap, and likewise the
negatives. This strap, through its post, leads to the external
circuit.
The length, width, thickness and numbers of plates in a cell
are determined by the capacity required for the desired
application. It is common practice to have a negative plate at
each end of the element, thus making one more negative than
positive plates in the cell. Thus a 15-plate cell has 7 positive
and 8 negative plates. As mentioned, this is merely common
practice; there is no technical reason for it. The two outside
negative plates are frequently thinner as the outer surface gets
very little use. The positive and negative plates must not come
into contact with each other and are prevented from doing so
by a separator. Separators are usually in sheet form and are
commonly made of rubber, glass or plastic. They must be
microporous in structure to permit the electrolyte to permeate
them. The element consisting of the positive and negative
plates and separator is placed in a jar or multicell container,
which holds the electrolyte, this being, as mentioned above,
dilute sulfuric acid, and a cover is placed over the element and
sealed to the top of the jar to exclude dirt or foreign material
and reduce the evaporation of water from the electrolyte. The
cover has a vent plug which has small holes for the escape of
gases and which can be removed for the purpose of adding
water and taking hydrometer readings. The above assembly
constitutes a cell. One or more cells together for a given
application constitute a battery.

B. Capacity
The capacity of a storage battery is its ability to deliver
energy and it is usually expressed in ampere-hours, which is
simply the product of the discharge in amperes over a numbers
of hours. However, a simple figure of say 200 ampere-hours
has very little significance unless it is qualified by the many
factors which influence a battery’s capacity and also by the
customary usage of the application in which it is applied. The
principal factors which influence capacity are:
Discharge rate: The higher the discharge rate in amperes,
the fewer total ampere-hours a battery will deliver under
otherwise similar conditions. This relationship will vary
somewhat with different types of plate and cell construction.
Figure 1. shows a nominal relationship of a typical commercial
cell. During discharge, the only portion of the electrolyte which
is useful is that in the pores of the plate in actual contact with
the active material. As the acid in this portion becomes
depleted or exhausted, the electrolyte must diffuse or circulate
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in order to bring more acid to the active material where it is
needed. The higher the rate of discharge, the more rapid this
circulation must be to maintain normal cell voltage. As the rate
increases, however, this circulation or diffusion does not
increase in the same proportion, with the result that the
electrolyte in the pores of plates is less dense and the cell
voltage decreases more rapidly, thus limiting the total capacity.
Another result of higher current rates is the increase in
voltage drop within the cell. All the cells have a certain internal
ohmic resistance. The higher the current, the greater the voltage
drop or the loss in this resistance within the cell, thus reducing
its external or useful voltage which supplies the load. The rate
most commonly used as a standard is the 8-hour rate which can
be expressed, for example, either as 100 Ah at the 8-hour rate
or 12,5 amperes for 8 hours. Cranking and reserve capacity and
motive power (industrial truck) types are rated on a 6-hour
basis. Any correct rating is quite proper to use as long as it is
properly specified and understood. Manufacturers usually list
several hourly ratings, nearly always including the 8-hour, for
the convenience of users in making comparisons and
conducting tests.

Figure 1. Capacity rate curve based on 8 hour rate.
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Specific Gravity: This likewise affects cell capacity as
electrolytes of different gravities have different amounts of
actual acid per unit of volume. Thus, an electrolyte of higher
gravity has more actual acid in contact with the active material
and available for chemical reactions than an electrolyte of
lower gravity. With given total acid requirements, the need is
met more readily by high gravity and with less rapid diffusion
or circulation. Also the higher gravity electrolyte has a lower
electrical resistance, which better maintains the terminal
voltage of the cell. The degree to which specific gravity affects
cell capacity will vary considerably with different types of
designs but a rule of thumb frequently applied is that a
difference of 25 points in gravity will change the capacity 8 –
10 %. For example, if a certain cell has a capacity of 100
ampere-hours with full charge gravity of 1,275 its capacity will
be 90 – 92 ampere-hours if the full charge gravity is reduced to
1,250.
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